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2006 HONDA EURO AUTO COLOUR BLACK REGO TILL
02/2011 SELLING WITH R/W. STILL ON HONDA NEW CAR
WARRENTY WITH 24/7 ROAD SIDE ASSISTANCE EXELANT
CONDITION IN OUT FULL SERVICE HISTORY $24500 .
CALL 97023075 AFTER 4PM ON WEEK DAYS OR
0414728107 ANY TIME 

2006 HONDA EURO AUTO Courier Driver Wanted 
(Full Time)

Diver required for immediate start. Good
income

Sales Representatives Wanted 
(Part Time)

To become part of this successful team
you need to demonstrate the following:
Excellent communication skills in English
A 'can do' attitude
A passion for sales and communicating
with people
Neat & professional presentation
Best Commissions in the Industry &
Unlimited Earning Potential

Call Sam on 0411314417
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Sinhalese Buddhist parents seek a suitable
partner for their divorced daughter with a child,
currently doing higher studies and working in
Australia.
She is 41 plus, 5 3" in tall attractive and
brought up with Singhalese values. Please
send email with details & contact numbers.
propaus908@yahoo.com.au and Mobile No.
0450524490         
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Mulgrave Neighbourhood House, 36 - 42 Mackie
Road, Mulgrave. 3170 (Melway Ref: 80, B2)
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process of natural selection is all about. Dawkins illus-
trates details of this process in chapter two titled,"
Dogs, Cows, and Cabbages." Long before humans
selected certain flowers for breeding insects have done
and do this. Insects select particular colours, fra-
grances, and so on in their seduction process. Female
birds choose males with certain characteristics for
breeding and they breed and pass on these characteris-
tics. The evolution of different- featured peacocks are
the consequences of choice by peacocks. 
From these micro examples Dawkins goes on to macro
selection as a whole. Anything that improves the
chances of survival of an animal that has a genetic
basis in it will be passed on to future generations. This
is how natural selection works. In The Greatest Show
on Earth Richard Dawkins builds a fascinating explana-
tion how the apparent design in the natural world has
come about through the operation of the process of
evolution by natural selection. Dawkins uses living
examples of natural selection in birds and insects; the
'time clocks' of trees and radioactive dating that cali-
brate a timescale; the fossil record and the traces of our
earliest ancestors; to confirmation from molecular biolo-
gy and genetics.

On the other hand Richard Dawkins also challenges
claims to intelligent design by noting numerous
instances of design shortcomings in nature. For exam-
ple, giraffes, like humans, have a nerve connection from
the brain to the larynx that loops through the body
rather than taking a direct route.

"Any intelligent designer would have hived off the laryn-
geal nerve on its way down, replacing a journey of
many metres by one of a few centimetres."
Dawkins said the human body was full of similar lega-
cies of evolutionary development. 
Dawkins had a jibe on the creationist's belief in Noah's
Ark.

"Think what the geographical distribution of animals
should look like if they'd all dispersed from Noah's Ark,"
he said. "Shouldn't there be some sort of law of
decreasing species diversity as we move away from an
epicentre - perhaps Mount Ararat? I don't need to tell
you that this is not what we see."
Take Australia's marsupials, for example, said Dawkins.
"Why would all those marsupials, but no placentals at
all, have migrated en masse from Mount Ararat to
Australia? Which route did they take? And why did not a
single member of their straggling caravan pause on the
way and settle - in India perhaps or China or some
haven along the Great Silk Road?"

From Page 36

In Australia
RICHARD DAWKINS CELE-

BRATES THE MIRACLE OF LIFE
WITHOUT GOD

parents seek suitable partner for their pretty
fair 27 years old daughter  who works as an
engineer in melbourne need all details with
horascope email to
jasmin.anoma@yahoo.com.au 
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